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EKRANOPLANS RELEASE VINYL LP
Melbourne-based “pub & dub” group Ekranoplans have released their
first vinyl LP through the channels of international media co-operative
The LedaTape Organisation.
Ekranoplans consists of Aaron Goldberg (formerly of shoegaze legends
The Earthmen) on guitar, Sönke Rickertsen (formerly of Slub, currently
with Crybones and Pink Stainless Tail) on drums, Stefan Schutt (exPeachfuzz, now with Stavros Brothers and Ashtray Boy) on bass guitar,
and Simon Strong (of Pink Stainless Tail) out the front on vocals.
The group has been playing around inner city venues since February
2017. They rocked out Northcote Social Club at their second show but
also like to play intimate cocktail bars and such.
GROUP: EKRANOPLANS
TITLE: SANITY TESTING
RELEASED: 30 JUNE 2019
LABEL: VIA LEDATAPE
FORMAT: Vinyl LP in
deluxe gatefold sleeve
on heavyweight recycled
stock. Includes lyric
insert and download
code.
WEBSITE:
ekranoplans.net
CONTACT:
ekranoplans@ledatape.net

Side one of the LP is four tunes from their 2017 Proof of Concept CD
and side two is three long tunes written on Valentine’s Day 2017 and
recorded two years later.
 Sheffield Grinder — an amped-up version of a traditional tune from
the North of England about inadequate occupational health and
safety legislation.
 Things — the group’s first fully self-penned tune is a tribute to improving standards of living and uses a novel wild-card lyrical technique. (Frequent coarse language)
 Occupied — dub-style grooving meets ideological self-criticism...
catchy! (Occasional coarse language)
 We Told Ya — do you like science fiction films about the end of the
world? Good because you’re living in one. (Occasional coarse language)
 You Think This is Bad? — pounding live favourite based on an epithet by Kurt Vonnegut. (Occasional strong coarse language)
 Strange Things Happening in the Land — A new reggaefied arrangement of a tune going back at least a hundred years.
 Evil Shit — Furious gibberish (Occasional coarse language)
The psychedelic-inspired cover was designed by Simon based on a
picture in an old USSR popular science mag. Simon has done more than
a hundred record covers for artists including Billy Childish, Richard
Hell, GG Allin, Television Personalities, Alternative TV. The type is in
Russian and English for no very good reason, although the group is also
named after a giant Soviet-era transport vehicle that people often find
difficult to pronounce.
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We Told Ya! Nov. 2017
Directed by Jarret Gahan

You Think This is Bad? Jun. 2019
Directed by Simon Strong

LIVE PROPAGANDA
Like some sort of refurbished
dirty power station in
Kazakhstan ready to reap in
the profit the Ekranoplans
burst onto the scene last night
to rock the Yarra. With lead
ranter Simon Strong whirling
dervishly, Master G Goldberg
pushing pedal power to the
fore and the rhythm section
sounding like they’d just
stepped off the stage of the
Howard Stein Music Academy
circa 1973 this bunch of hard
rocking psychedelic Soviet
sympathisers demand your
attention…
Michael Helms (Fatal
Visions, Planet X Radio
Show) on the Ekranoplans’
debut show at The Yarra
Hotel on 3 Feb 2017.
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One last thing... (I’m
pointing a nicotinestained stub of a finger
at you.) I been revived!
It's a jubilee!
The unseen creatures
at LedaTape bunged me
some new sounds. I was obliged to listen, as
these are the self-same cats who hatched my
oeuvre. The same old who assayed & sold my
shit fer gold. The very same droodles who
served up my noodles. In short, layznjem, the
upside-down guys who hepped you wize to the
prize.
It didn’t take a genius (thank gawd!) to work
out that I had to fix up a shimmy right down to
my Dubonnet-stained tennis kicks & do the
Typing Tarantella till a tip-top Ekranoplans
review popped out. So with all the haste & pep I
could summon, I done it!!!!
Anyway, where was I? It seems the following
is wot I said. It was taken down verbatim over
the international Telling Bone, during a kind of
dream in which I was either a '10s drunk with £5
to his name or a shitheel newshound from a '40s
movie. You choose, O Rock Dolt!!!
I would literally write anything to get a reprint
of Sonic Antiquarian yes’d by Simon Strong, the
Lt. of LT. Onward to the 2nd Ed.!!1!!111. (Well,
within reason. Cos when it comes to actual
writing, I’d literally rather not bother.)
Gitsum. Or not. Do what you like. I ain’t the
Wizard of You.
Теперь помой руки.
Ваш редактор,
Thee Rockhunter

Ekranoplans is a public sculpture - now a tracing
of myriad pop music zonings; now a plain origin
myth of post-punk; now a bronze colossus
astride the Yarra; now a hobgoblin darting
towards a fresh cytokinetic gobbet of late-pop
culture; now a process tapestry depicting land
use and working conditions in South Yorkshire
in the long twentieth century.
It is difficult to determine the sources for
Ekranoplans’ heavy critique of the emergence to
prominence of 4/4, which for 10,000 years was a
secret, secluded ritual meter. Ekranoplans’
rhythmic and melodic map-folding makes a
game of critical thinking, turning planes into
spheres and ideological narratives into folded
paper fortune tellers.
Ekranoplans make documentary prog. It’s
heavy - as in riffs and dialectic. Beyond tedious
explanations, it is sufficient to say that documentary prog is simply another term for pop music.
Zoom out and you’ll see as much Brel, Dietrich,
Berlin and Astaire in the Ekranoplans’ sound as
you will iterations of rock n roll. In fact, the
further out you pull your focus, you’ll see bands
corresponding to popular music of, say 1890 to
2019, including rock n roll genres, diminishing
to pencil-thin flashes; and at the same time
you’ll be hypnotised agog at the expansive
revelation of rock n roll as an outburst of public
ritual, highlighting a historical moment when the
rhythmic pulsing of people’s otherwise invisible
ritualised responses to cyclical flourishings and
crushings became audible. Without the press of
numbers, rock n roll would have remained an
unnamed scene within secret societies.
Ekranoplans align themselves with and speak
for no one. In this endeavour they add their voice
to the majority singing together at the edge of
demographics.

Theerockhunter@gmail.com
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SUPPLEMENTARY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

More than you wanted to know about the blokes out of Ekranoplans

Aaron Goldberg

Sonke Rickertsen

Stefan Schutt

Simon Strong

Year and place of birth

1969, Melbourne, Australia

1963, Hagen, BRD

Instruments played

Guitar, drums

Guitar, drums, cello, piano, sax,
6 and 4 strings
synth, percussion

Former occupations

Fabric cutter, record store clerk,
storeman and packer, computer
dork

Gardener, painter

Car park, market research,
storeman, writer, web guy,
teacher, academic

Artificial intelligence
researcher, bookseller, toilet
cleaner, typographer, bouncer

Age entered show
business

22

15

13

37

First public appearance

My Bar Mitzvah.

June, 1978

Singing John Denver’s Country
Institute of Contemporary
Roads at the Bayview Hotel in
Arts, The Mall, London.
Whyalla

Other groups

Vinyl Death Pop, the Earthmen,
Oar:Field Recordings

Slub, Black Cabinet, Pink
Stainless Tail, Crybones, The
Stuff

Yacht Club, Snapdragons,
Stanley’s Dance, Nam the
Musical, Peachfuzz, Big Cat
Safari, Schmozzle. Stavros
Brothers, Ashtray Boy

Pink Stainless Tail, The Barry
Jeffries, Hobbs Lane Arrival
Committee

Hobbies

Guitar playing, electronics,
gardening, gym, yoga, wanking

Dancing, shadow boxing,
speaking in thongs

Fava beans and mountain bikes

Drinking, smoking, eating preformed potato snacks

Biggest influence

My older brothers’ record
collections and getting bullied by
them

Beatles

Guided By Voices

Robyn Hitchcock, David Peel

Favourite colour

Red

Blue

Orange

Salmon pink / Ash grey

Favourite singer

Chuck D

Nina Simone, Scott Walker

Tobin Sprout

Roger Whittaker, Tony
Christie, Robert Wyatt

Favourite actor/actress

Jerry Lewis, Isobel Huppert

Elizabeth Taylor, Klaus Kinski

Don’t have one

Lina Romay, Alistair Simm

Favourite food

Vietnamese

Peasant food

Fuul madamas

Egg, beans and chips

Favourite drink

Single malt whiskey

a good beer

Ayran

Strong Continental Lager

Favourite clothes

T-shirts

Birthday dress

Black, old, cheap

Old mod/skinhead gear from
op shops and jumble sales

Favourite composers

Brian Eno, Lee Perry, Schoenberg,
Russians, Neil Young

Ed Kuepper, Bowie, Kurt Weill

William Basinski

Lee Perry, Serge Gainsbourg,
Neil Palmer, Robert Calvert

Favourite groups

The Stooges, Velvet Underground,
13th Floor Elevators, Roxy Music,
Public Enemy, Yo La Tengo, Sonic
Youth

Lee Scratch Perry, Pop Group,
Can, Sleaford Mods

many

Hawkwind, Culture, Akvarium,
Kino

Favourite sex position

I’m not in the position to have sex at
?
the moment

Prone

E=MC2

Miscellaneous likes

Fruit & vegetables, humid weather,
clean beaches with surf, forests,
knickers

Nature, industry, birds, clouds,
WG Sebald
camp fire

The 20th century (approx. half
of it)

Miscellaneous dislikes

Neo-conservatives, neo-liberal
philosophies of any sort, bad
personal hygiene, dust, addicts

98%

People who don’t indicate

The 21st century (all of it)

Losing my virginity

Watching Antiques Roadshow

Too many to choose from

Tastes in music

Reggae, minimalism, Krautrock, 60s
Tribal, raw, funky,
psych, early blues, punk and indie,
experimental stuff
hip hop, techno and house music

Confused

Sheffield electro, any kind of
Reggae pre-1990, Space-rock,
Soviet-era USSR tunes, English
hippy dippy psyche, militant
music, French Ye-Ye.

Professional ambition

To not work a job yet make a living
and have more sex than I do right
now

Rock stardom

Immortality

Sex, flying in jet planes, getting
Most thrilling experience stoned by protestors in Jerusalem,
playing live and the crowd loving it

1966, Munich, BRD

To rock until I roll over
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Listen to Sanity Testing at
ekranoplans.net
To request a download
code please email
ekranoplans@ledatape.net
with your details

EKRANOPLANS
P.O. Box 87
Abbotsford
VIC 3067
Australia
ekranoplans.net
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